Fowler Student Council

The aim of the Fowler Student Council (FSC) is to increase the participation of students who have been historically underrepresented at the museum. With the support of Fowler staff, council members serve as advocates for a diversity of stakeholders across UCLA campus to inform museum programming and exhibitions. The FSC will consist of UCLA undergraduates and graduates from a range of academic disciplines and campus organizations.

The FSC will meet once a month throughout the academic year. These meetings will serve as a place where members ideate about future museum activities and offer critical assessments of past ones, remaining accountable to the multiplicity of communities represented on campus.

FSC members have opportunities to:

- Co-design and host programming to engage peers with the Fowler;
- Steward Fowler Student Membership;
- Bridge gaps with the greater UCLA and wider metropolitan area through outreach and promotion of events;
- Advise Fowler staff on aspects of student life at UCLA

The work of FSC is informed by the most recent scholarship on sharing authority with community constituents to ensure participation, accessibility, and advocacy of individuals whose histories and legacies the museum represents.

Application Process

Launching in January 2022, we are currently accepting applications from a wide-range of academic disciplines with the aim of fostering cross-disciplinary participation. Representation from the fields of the humanities, social sciences, and science and medicine is strongly encouraged. Applicants will be evaluated on their commitment to making global arts and cultures accessible through their individual passions and commitments, social action, academic approaches and professional experiences. Members’ plurality of life experiences will inform culturally responsive and critical dialogues between museum staff and FSC members.

A stipend of $1,000 dollars is offered per academic year as compensation for time and expertise

Please send a cover letter and resume to fowlereducation@arts.ucla.edu by December 3rd, 2021